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Abstract: The main objective of this research is to use AES 256 
GCM encryption and decryption of a web application system 
database called   Accounting Information System (AIS) for 
achieving more privacy and security in a cloud environment. A 
cloud environment provides many services such as software, 
platform, and infrastructure. AIS can use the cloud to store data 
to achieve accounting with more performance, efficiency, 
convenience, and cost reduction. On the other hand, cloud 
environment is not secure because data is kept away from the 
organization. This paper focuses on how we deal with secure 
sensitive data such as accounting data   AIS web application at 
web level encryption   by using AES 256 GCM encryption to store 
data as encrypted data  at cloud in a secure manner? Accounting 
Information System (AIS) has very sensitive data and its need to 
be more secure and safe specially in cloud because it’s not saved at 
local servers but at another cloud service provider.  The storage of 
encryption and decryption keys are stored in locations and devices 
different from those in which the database is stored in the cloud 
for ensuring more safety. 

Keywords: Accounting Information System (AIS), AES 256 
GCM , Cloud Services, Database  Cryptography  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The world has changed dramatically and there has become 

an amazing change mainly in   technology.  World became  a 
small village, Networks and Internet spread all over world 
with high capabilities and speeds. As a result, of expansion of   
Internet almost everywhere, cloud services have become 
available over the Internet with its various advantages and 
accessibility.  A large number of organizations have turned to 
benefit from cloud services and its advantages such as cost, 
performance, availability and safety.  AIS in an organization 
contains an important and big database that we suggest to be 
kept in the cloud environment. On the other hand, there are 
some challenges facing AIS database in cloud environment 
especially security issues related with sensitive data such as 
accounting which are stored in  locations that are away from 
organizations. Security problem of AIS database in cloud can 
solved by encrypting database at application level to send 
encrypted data  to cloud  Best encryption method by use AES 
256 GCM which it has many featured secure encryption with 
power of encryption and decryption.  
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This paper focus on a cloud Database based on   AES 256 
GCM encryption through developing a web application of 
Accounting Information System. We developed a web 
application system using an open source with application 
encryption level  AES 256 GCM  and storing encryption DB  
in  cloud database.  
Encryption and Decryption keys stored on a different server 
from cloud for further protection. 

II.  RELATED WORK  

An online application store data at cloud far from 
organization, cloud services and AIS. There are many papers 
talk about encryption database, cloud services and AIS.   One 
works describing how   Cryptography DB which help with 
hosting databases in the cloud securely [1]. The first 
order-preserving scheme that achieves ideal security main 
technique is mutable cipher database, meaning that over time, 
cipher database for a small number of plaintext values change, 
and we prove that mutable cipher database are needed for 
ideal security. An encrypted MySQL database application 
providing ideal security, scheme achieves , high performance 
than encryption scheme, which is less secure than encryption 
scheme that computes order queries in Encrypted   Data Base 
is presented in [2]. Cloud computing provide   shared and 
parallel computer and storage services to be used by a 
multitude of clients. There is a problem of unsecure database 
on a cloud server, to solve this security we present an 
approach where agents share reserved data in a secure manner 
by use of authorization on shared data [3]. Data   protection 
with  privacy from  threats, there are many different type of 
encryption  models proposed, an  Attribute Based Encryption 
(ABE) is one such interesting approach where the cipher text, 
the secret key and the private key of user are associated with 
user’s attributes  one  example developed a system called the 
Cipher text-Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CPABE) for 
implementing   using the attributes of user encrypting the 
document [4], [5], [6].  Most   of related work focus 
encryption by different ways but we proposed AES256 GCM 
because it has many feature that are more secure in our view 
related of encryption and key encryption key.   

III. METHODOLOGY  

Methodology at paper take two sides descriptive and 
Experimental approach, Descriptive approach referred to 
some papers & references   through   literature on AIS, 
database     , Encryption and  cloud   services.  
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Experimental approach through AIS   web application 
through open source and   applied AES256 DCM Encryption 
of Database that are stored on Cloud and generated encrypt &   
decrypt keys   which   stored   at   different server of cloud. 

IV. ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEM 

   Accounting   Information   system (AIS)   have many 
definition most definition AIS   is a  collection   of resources, 
such as people and equipment, that are designed to transform 
financial and   other data into information [7]  [8] [9].  
 The   objectives of   AIS  are to collect, process and produce 
any information  that   is   relating   on   financial   aspects   of 
business  activities [10].  Information system can also be 
defined as an effective and   improved way to control the users 
efficiently [11]. Nowadays, AIS can be defined as simply AIS 
is a collection of  Items  which work together to achieve goal 
of accounting  this items contain hardware, Software, 
procedures, users and  data. It can be concluded that AIS is a 
group   of   some elements that manage the recording into the 
accounting information useful for the users of   Information. 
AIS on the basis of above opinion   is   a   collection   of   
integrated   system   that manages financial   transaction   data   
into   the   financial  
statements using modern technology. 

V. CLOUD SERVICES  

Cloud services   is a new technology that provide many 
services such as application, platform, and infrastructure. 
Cloud technology depend on   network model mainly the 
Internet, which is working in collaboration of Parallel  and 
Distributed Computing. Cloud services can take on demand 
anywhere and any time. Through internet, cloud can provide 
service to tens of millions of clients and  retrieve information 
in a few seconds, therefore receive services as strong as super 
computer[12]. Cloud based on the location can be divided 
into Public, Private, Hybrid, and Community. While Cloud 
services based on services divides it into three main or major 
categories described below: 

A. Software as a service mode (SaaS) 

Cloud service provider provide software as a service in which 
cloud can provide different type of software from big to small 
software. Some of Saas example like Email, CRM, 
ERP, communications and games.SAAS can purchased from 
cloud provider we are found many solutions in different 
area, AIS and financial Systems is an example 
of SAAS service which can offer from cloud provider to 
client as paid service with all working related to accounting 
and financial with fees depend on software service types, 
quantity, quality, features, duration and other elements while 
clients obtain their needed AIS software services [13]. 
Although there are many features of SAAS product we didn’t 

depend on it for many reasons, one of the 
reason SAAS solution can’t allow to add many features such 
as adding encryption method to product without compatibility 
and licenses with product or not and with all company and 
organization freedom to select and to secure encryption 
method. So we didn’t use Software cloud service because 

already developed our AIS web application and easy to add 
our encryption AES256GCM Through system developed by 
an open source PHP and MySQL so no need for software 
service from cloud service provider. . 

B. PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PAAS)  

Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides a platform as a service, 
include Cloud Computing development and operating which 
is already or product of SAAS. PAAS have different plat form 
such as web server, database, execution time and financial 
system development. Platform resources support 
development language and tool, to develop software and 
program such as financial application and release it to cloud 
infrastructure, and then transmit it directly from servers 
platform to clients through the network of the supplier server 
[14]. Our web application depends on Platform service 
because we store database at cloud database, while AIS web 
was prepared encryption data and migration data to cloud 
database. Application was developed with an open Source 
manually programmed and Database cloud service must 
provide by PAAS provider. 

C.   INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE (IAAS)  

   IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) firstly let us know what the 
mean of infrastructure, it means virtual machine, network, 
storage, server, data center and rest of computational 
resources. Infrastructure is a paid service to clients. Clients 
can run its own AIS applications in the cloud infrastructure 
[15]. Cloud service provide an Infrastructure as a service 
(IaaS) to store our Database. Storage of cloud with different 
advantage of cloud by availability, capacity and on demand 
service. AIS web application Encrypted data migrated to 
cloud service provider which hosts AIS Database but 
encryption and decryption key must be at another server. 

VI. CRYPTOGRAPHY DATABASES  

Cryptography databases Usually Used to secure data base for 
protection main properties of database such as 
Confidentiality, integrity and availability. In cloud 
environment Such as database on PaaS which is not assured in 
the outsourced data centers, where the platform as a service 
(PaaS) provider is external to data owner of database. A good 
method to solution this problem is t encrypted database that 
only treated by DBMS. There are three main categories of 
database encryption [16]. 

A. Storage level encryption  
Storage level encryption (SLC) encrypted data when data 
store at storage devices. It prevents theft of storage but it is 
preventing unauthorized access, On the other side, it is 
entirely transparent to the system, so it needs no database 
modification [18]. Our proposed database didn’t depend on 

this type of encryption level because already storage at cloud 
storage which responsible for Cloud service provider. 

B. Database-level encryption (DLE)  
 Database level encryption ( DLE ) is used to secure data in 
database when read and write of a database. The encryption is 
applied to the DB at all level of DB such as database, tables, 
columns and rows we mentioned that the most frequently is 
columns. It can be related with some logical conditions for 
selecting affected data  [81.] Our paper focus on Database 
level Encryption that are created at web application system to 
store encrypted database in cloud. Although this type of 
encryption is secure but it effects on performance such as 
slowed down as a result of 
overhead. 
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 C. Application-level encryption (ALE) 
 In this case, data is encrypted/decrypted by the application, 
and the data sent to database is encrypted while over the 
network. 
 In cloud environment this scheme is acceptable regard that 
data  stored at remote site  at cloud so we ensure encrypted 

data from application and sent encrypted data over network 
the manager ,owner  and  system developer can selected  
which encryption  type  suitable  for the system  and they can   
control encryption [18]. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

 

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

  AIS authenticated user before login to system, user can 
insert plain text to system As shown in Figure 1 [19]. 
AIS Data base contain many tables, one of most important 
table of DB is Journal Entry as shown in table I) simply is 
calculated of the credits and debits of DB transaction. Journal 
entry very important cause it allows organizing transactions 
with manageable data. Other tables in AIS DB are depended 
on journal entry so it post data to general ledger tables and 
other tables. In this part We take journal entry table as 
Example to encrypt & decrypt database. We take journal 
entry as the main table in systems which all other tables are 
generated data from Journal Entry. Regarding that data stored 
at remote site at cloud, so we ensure encrypted data from 
application and sent encrypted data over network the 
manager, owner and system developer can selected which 
encryption type suitable for the system, and they can control 
encryption [18]. The database encryption are divided into two 
main category Symmetric and Asymmetric below more detail 
about them[21][22][23][24]: 

Table- I: Journal Entry table –main table in DB 
JNO  Jac

c  
Date Account Debit 

Credi
t 

Explanatio
n 

1 234 03-03-20
2 

Prepaid 
rent 

 

36,00
0 

 Value : $36 
thousand 

paid 
advance 

rent. 
2 345 03-03-20

2 
cash  36,00

0 
Value : $36 

thousand 
paid rent 

3 654 04-09-20
2 

Office 
Supplies 

17,60
0 

 Purchased 
office 

costing 
$17600  

4 345 
 
 

04-09-20
2 Account

s Payable 

 17,60
0 

Purchased 
office 

costing 
$17600  

 
 

A. The Symmetric database encryption 

  Symmetric encryption depends on one key called a private 
key, It being applied to data that is stored in database and 
called when decryption from a database. The data altered by 
private key which mean data converted to Incomprehensible 
and encrypted [20]. Data migrated and saved to cloud is 
encrypted data, the user restore data by using private key, 
Secret key used by the sender and receiver to decrypt and 
view the data [21]. Symmetric encryption an advantage has 
that only one key in the encryption process so it speeds and 
less storage cost of symmetric encryption.[22]. In another 
hand disadvantage Sensitive data may be stolen or exposed if 
the private key is released to people who do not have access to 
the data [20]. 

B. Asymmetric database encryption 

         Asymmetric encryption consists of two different types 
of keys, private and public keys [23]. Anyone can access the 
unique key, which is the public key, and it is for one user, 
while the private key is a secret and unique key and only for 
one user [24]. The public key is the encryption key while the 
private key is the decryption key, Asymmetric encryption is 
often described as more secure for symmetric database 
encryption because the interaction is with two separate keys 
with the encryption and decryption operations, for 
performance reasons, asymmetric encryption is used in key 
management. Instead of encrypting the data, it is usually 
performed using symmetric encryption [26] [25]. We depend 
on AES 256 GCM encrypt & decrypt database One of the 
main reasons is the encryption system. I created the current 
version years ago. At that point, using mcrypt was 
recommended on the internet application. However, since 
then mcrypt has become deprecated and has been removed in 
some versions. Because the encryption is essential to the 
system and very hard to change after the fact, I spend a few 
hours reading up on the current best practices for symmetric 
encryption in and ended up with 
AES 256 GCM.   
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Encryption and Decryption technique using PHP.  
Encryption with base64_decode key as shown in table II for 
of Journal Entry table Suppose that column Debit of Journal 
Entry Table as shown as Figure 2 by following steps: 
1. User Login Authentication. 
2. encryption decryption ( AES 256 GCM ) method. 
3. Key encryption and decryption base64_decode 
4. Function we use for encryption 
openssl_random_pseudo_bytes() 
5. Insert key by MySQL code to key server 
6. Insert encrypted data base to cloud database SERVER. 
In the other hand decryption, we use following steps: 
1- Login Authentication. 
2- Retrieve decryption key from Server Key. 
3- Retrieve Encryption database from cloud database. 
4- Decryption (AES 256 GCM) method for Encryption 
database using Decryption key. 
5- Function used for decryption with decryption 
keyopenssl_random_pseudo_bytes(openssl_cipher_iv_lengt
h() 
6- Result of process is plain text of Database. 

C. AES  
  Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), AES is standard 
encryption method for many organizations. In the old mcrypt 
based version, there is Rijndael 128 CBC. AES is a subset of 
Rijndael and sometimes the names are used interchangeably. 
AES always has 128 block size, 192, and 256-bit keys, while 
Rijndael is defined for all block sizes and keys from 128 to 
256 in 32-bit increments. AES 192 and 256 are also used for 
documents with the highest security clearance in the US. 
There are a few theoretical attacks to AES, but none of them is 
practical with current hardware. Because of its high security 
and wide support, AES is the logical choice for an encryption 
algorithm [20][21][22][23[24]. 

D. GCM vs CBC 
  There are many differences between CBC and GCM which 
are different forms of AES algorithm. CBC several attacks 
have been discovered on it, but it is still safe enough in most 
of the solutions, but I advise using GCM for a number of 
reasons, the most important of which 
are[20][21][23][25][26]: 
1- GCM is considered safer. 
2- GCM has a built-in authentication check, which means it 
can confirm the integrity of the message. 
3- GCM the encoding and decoding can be parallel, 
whereas in CBC only decoding can be parallel. 
4- GCM Encrypting large files can be much faster on 
multi-core CPUs. 
5- GCM can Run many programming language such as PHP 
and can be done using OpenSSL so It can run GCM, and I 
don't need it for the small message. 
6- GCM has great security than CBC. 
The biggest difference between CBC, GCM is the 
requirements of (IV), where CBC requires a strong IV 
randomization, but in the case of using a sub-random 
algorithm it may become weak and it is noticed that GCM has 
great security and it is possible to use a graded IV counter to 
use the coding system for websites, web and applications The 
built-in counter is difficult to track for all sites, however the 
length IV of AES 256 GCM is 96 bits to be safe, there is very 

little chance that the same random IV will be chosen [20] [21] 
[23] [25] [26]. 

E. Key Length 
 A higher key length of 256 bits in the new OpenSSL 
encryption compared to 128 bits in the mcrypt version. 
128-bit keys are still secure enough, especially when used 
with the added security of GCM. Many companies use AES 
128 GCM because of its higher speed compared to AES 256 
GCM [21][22][24][26][27]. AIS system which I developed 
depends on 256 bits by AES 256 GCM To allow users 
provide more secure version from server performance and 
secure. 

F. Algorithm AES256GCM   Encryption Database   
depend on Unique Master Key . 
Algorithm AES256GCM   based on unique and changeable 
Master Key (Mki) with more secure key by change   the 
encryption key continuously. Lifetime (LT) end for Mki to be 
that new key should be created . 
Scenario start with the master key the create an number called 
Finite Number (FN i) for encryption this number is  unique 
number . 
An Initialization Vector (IVi)   it’s the same of  Finite 

Number(FN i) and already used  one time to ensure not 
duplicate encryption key . 
Firewall (Fwi) use   AES256GCM With IVi      and create 
encryption data which encrypted with unique key. 
The system need to change master key   continuously  to 
ensure IVi change which is used at encryption with 
AES256GCM. 
The firewall should ensure non-duplication by ensuring that 
validated cipher with the same IVi and the same key can be 
generated on more distinct sets of input data of no more than 
4.2949673×109. 
The ideal to change Master key is to set timer or suggested  
time  called  Suggested  time (ST) and reminder the master 
key with ST to be changed . 
Below I represent the algorithm AES256GCM Encryption 
depend on Unique Master Key as follow :  
{ 
Mki={ Mk1, Mk2, Mk3, Mk4,…………., Mkn} 
FN i={ FN 1, FN 2, FN 3, Mk4,…………………., FN n} 
IV i={ IV 1, IV 2, IV 3, IV4,…………………., IV n} 
Mki create unique (FN i) 
IVi =unique (FN i) 
Fwi =  Enci(AES-256-GCM,unique(IVi))  
Fw =  Enc1(AES-256-GCM,unique(IV1))  
Loop encrypted data with IV1  for values.  
If (LT(Mk1)=0) then  {   //   reminder life time  
           // when applicable master key change master key   
New Mk2 created                 
New (Mk2)= new create unique (FN 2) 
IV2 =unique (FN 2) 
Fw =  Enc2(AES-256-GCM,unique(IV2)) } 
…. 
}  
store data encrypted to a cloud database  
Store key IVi   at server. 
} 
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VIII. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

AIS Application  developed in PHP and Mysql  as   an 
open-source web application developed to encrypt Database 
before delivery to the cloud  . 
 
To develop web Application depend an open-source PHP and 
Mysql which provide web development support.   
Dreamweaver  tool management system its  open-source, free 
and quick assisted tool to design application . PHP  is used in 
querying and manipulating the Database MySQL. To encrypt 
the data and AIS tables, an open-source library called 
openssl_random_pseudo_bytes is used which encrypt 
sensitive data  for key we used base64_decode ( )    like 
journal entry data  in my php powered website before entering 
into the  Cloud database.  
The Encryption library is used for carrying out the   
encryption which already added to PHP and Mysql .  
AIS application   Begin   with   authenticate and authorize the 
user. If the user allow permission, user insert data to form 
before database the application automatically converts user 
data to encrypted data by generated key for encryption and 
decryption after that user submitted data to store data. The 
data of database migrate from user application to cloud 
database   and encryption key save at another server which is 
concern with store keys. 
 If an attack is made on the database, it is not useful because 
already data is encrypted so need again to attack both key 
serve   and cloud server to take the original database.  
A scenario   AIS system collect Accounting Data and encrypt 
data to store them in a cloud database hosted on a server 
different than the web server. The encryption keys should be 
stored at least on the web server, never on the cloud database. 
The web server should be running a decent Web Application 
Firewall to keep it as safe as possible. 
There isn’t anything special about the implementation. Unlike 
GCM creates an authorization tag on encryption that needs to 
be provided to the decryption function, but like the IV it 
doesn’t need to be secret so it is appended to the result. A 

change from the mcrypt version is the use of base64 encoding 
by stored the binary in DB , but whenever I had to look at the 
database the formatting was completely messed up. Base64 
encoded text, on the other hand, is human readable and makes 
the database prettier to use a bit more storage space. 

A.PROOF OF CONCEPT 

A PHP Code  used to convert   data from  formal database 
to encrypted database  we depend on many built in function 
that already with library  at  PHP example  
openssl_random_pseudo_bytes( .)  it’s used for encryption  
and  base64_decode ( )  to generate keys  code   use   MySQL 
command  to insert  and retrieve data to  cloud servers and key 
server . As example Journal Entry table which main table in 
DB shown at table (1) after added AES 256 GCM   encrypted 
In column Debit of Journal Entry table and  shown at figure 
(2). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure2: Encryption column Debit of Journal Entry  table and 

key encryption 

B.  Sample  of   Code  PHP codes with  AES 256 GCM      : 

 function Encryptinon ( Debit , key ) 

 {method = 'aes-256-gcm'; 

     key = base64_decode ( key ); 

     iv = openssl_random_pseudo_bytes( 
openssl_cipher_iv_length( method ) ); 

     tag = ""; // openssl_encrypt will fill this 

     res = openssl_encrypt( account  , method , key , 
OPENSSL_RAW_DATA , iv , tag , "" , 16 ); 

     return key( iv. tag. result ); 
Mysql="insert into key @key server  key  values (   );" 
Mysql="insert into journalentry @cloud database  encdebit 
values (   );" } 

 function Decryption(endebit , key ) 
endebit=”Select debit from  journalentry @cloud database “ 

; 

 { method = 'aes-256-gcm'; 

     encdebit= base64_decode( encdedit ); 

     key = base64_decode( key ); 

     ivLength = openssl_cipher_iv_length( method ); 

     iv = substr(encdebit , 0 , $ivLength ); 

     tag = substr(encdebit, $ivLength , 16 ); 

     Debit = substr(encdebit, $ivLength+16 ); 

     return openssl_decrypt(debit , method , key , 
OPENSSL_RAW_DATA , iv , tag );}?> 

IX. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The use of IT in the world is substantial but improvement in 
accounting  skills and technology is essential. Infrastructure 
of IT specially cloud services exactly at areas that are still in 
an infancy stage. So, the improvement of  the cloud  
infrastructure is essential to make its use more substantial and 
improve in the cost, availability  accountability, and support 
in the achievement of goal and service quality. The results of 
AIS cloud Based substantially helps in the achievement of 
target and improve in service quality but there are some Issues 
of security because data are store far from organization . 
Regarding this data are untrusted so we need to encrypt data 
to save it before inserting to cloud  improves AIS based cloud 
with encryption guarantee to safety data and make use of 
cloud services more effectively. Thus, this study confirms to 
the theory of decision making. The research focused 
specifically on the Encryption Database for Cloud Based form 
Accounting Information System, and it is of immense 
importance to utilize it.  

We focused on the following points: 
1) AIS contain sensitive data so we need more secure 

mechanism to protect data specially when we use cloud 
environment. 

2) Cloud provide many services such as software, platform 
and Infrastructure. 
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3) Cloud   environment  take the advantages    like   cost , 
performance, availability but safety of data on the cloud 
is very important. 

4) AES 256 GCM   is the best  choice for the encryption & 
decryption of a database in a cloud environment. 

X. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an  AIS web application was developed in which 
Database is cloud-based and  encrypted using   AES 256 
GCM for managing, access and control data security at  cloud 
environment . AES 256 GCM encryption is used by an 
open-source PHP code to convert database data at application 
level before deliver database to cloud for  guarantying more 
secure  and  easy to use user interface  system. 

FUTURE WORK  

 In future, we plan to create a  new encryption algorithm for 
are more complex encryption and decryption database. We 
can   measure   amount of encrypted data with the plain 
database and the effect that with performance and cloud 
storage cost. Another issue we plan to work in the  future is an 
approach of storing data at a key encryption server and at the 
cloud servers there is a synchronization mechanism  using a 
form of group encryption. We are going to compare the 
complexity of the solution with the group encryption effort to 
evaluate which are the parameters that affect the performance 
of the two alternatives. 
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